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CLEVER System
MES - Production line control
OMS - Operational Method Sheets (Records and distribution of production
documentation)
ID System (Applications based on people identification with the help of cards or chips)
Andon System (workplace situation monitoring)
CTT Clever Time Tracker (production monitoring and visualisations)
Info Board (presentation management system)

MES
Clever Client & Kernel
















Application for production
management, control
traceability.

Sequence checking
Display working instructions
Previous work station checking
Checking of correct part
assembling
Poka-yoke checking
Tightening torque (D-connection)
checking and tightener
management
Serial number records
Real-time measurements
Picking parts from shelves
(Pick to light)
Input signals
Visual checking
Inspection cameras

Operational Method Sheets
Application for managing
technological processes and their
displaying at workplaces.
It is possible to create a set of
technological processes, pictures and
other documents for every product.

The type and status of document
editing is highlighted with colours.
Operational method sheets
for corresponding
operations can be displayed
on dedicated OMS terminal
or in the application
Clever Client.

ID System - Training register
The aplication provides an overview of
operator training for working on
workplaces of a production line. It uses
people identification by a chip or by a
card.

An overview of managed documents
is available for each operator.
Application is able to export a matrix
of documents managed by operators.
After a setting of a new level of a document
management, an announcement of the training
is issued by the system.
An operator puts his
signature on it by a reading
of his ID card on a terminal.
A login to a workplace can
be conditioned by a
managing of a needed
document.

Andon System
Application for visualisation of
workplace situation and for calling for
maintenance.
The workplace situation is operated
by pressing a button or by an
appropriate sensor. The system
saves history of the workplace
situation.

Each status can be assigned a different
sound/melody.

On Andon screens it is
possible to display other
visualisations and
presentations with the
help of Info Board
application.

Clever Time Tracker
Applications for recording events and
their visualisation.

Figures and events from
various systems or sensors
can be recorded.

The figures to be saved can be
visualised in various ways.
Final presentations are
displayed in a standard
browser or can be shown
with the help of Info Board
application.

Clever kanban
Production logistics
Applications for workplace material supply management

Based on information about product
configurations, the system records the
consumption of specific part variants
and materials at individual workplaces.
When a loading batch is consumed,
a request is automatically generated
for the picking workstation in the warehouse
or for the mobile terminal of the loading worker.
Consumed parts can be
mapped to individual
operations in the configuration
interface.
Consumption is always
registered at the workstation
where the operation was
performed.

Clever Info Board
Web application for making clips
and presentations. It enables
planning and timing their display.

Clips can be put together
from pictures, web
presentations or videos.
Pictures can be edited with
the help of an in-built editor.
Finalized clips can be put into groups. Groups
can be assigned definitions as to where and
when they should be displayed.
Info Board terminal, Andon
terminal or OMS terminal
can be used for the
display.

